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Written entirely in Spanish, this is the ideal introduction to Spanish linguistics for students. Using

clear explanations, it covers all the basic concepts required to study the structural aspects of the

Spanish language - phonetics and phonology, morphology and syntax - as well as the history of

Spanish, its dialects and linguistic variation. This second edition incorporates new features designed

to enhance its usefulness for classroom teaching: chapters have been added on the sociolinguistics

of Spanish in the USA, and on semantics and pragmatics. The chapter on syntax has been

considerably expanded. Numerous exercises have been added throughout the book, as well as a

new glossary to help with technical terms.
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Advance praise: "Unlike other textbooks, this one tells the truth about Hispanic linguistics. Here, for

the first time, syntax, phonology, semantics, and pragmatics are introduced by means of

contemporary models, not outdated approaches that practicing linguists gave up decades ago. It

includes not only the basic facts, but also fascinating regional, social, and historical variation."

--John M. Lipski, The Pennsylvania State University

Written entirely in Spanish, this is the ideal introduction to Spanish linguistics for students. This

second edition incorporates new features designed to enhance its usefulness for classroom

teaching: chapters have been added on the sociolinguistics of Spanish in the USA, and on

semantics and pragmatics.



With not too many options for introductory Spanish Linguistics textbooks, this one is by far the best.

It is accurate and gives the student a complete overview of all the possible fields of study in

Linguistics, while laying down the most complete and comprehensive overview of Spanish

phonology and phonetics.Pros:Each section is well-organized with logical headersSimple language

that beginner Spanish learners can understandHualde as an author adds authorityCons:It's

densethe sections are a bit longer than they should beNot the best organization of

chaptersDoesn't refer often to the Real Academia EspaÃ±ola

This textbook has lots of good information, explanations, examples, comparisons to English and

other languages, etc. However, like all linguistics material, I think, the information is so technical and

specialized that it takes a lot of focus to read and digest it. I read each chapter in a piece-by-piece

manner. There is so much to learn and so many specialized vocabulary terms that you really cannot

sit down and read a chapter straight through. You have to stop and take a break and go back and

read some parts more than once... Take your time with this text.

This book was required for "Introduction to Spanish Linguistics". It is a detailed volume, entirely in

Spanish, and guides the reader in a logical manner through the study of linguistics. The best part

about it is the exercises. I wouldn't recommend it for an introductory course, as it took time

deciphering the very dense tone.

Really marked up, activities were filled in, the binding was horrible. I looked so ghetto with this book.

ME ENCANTA ESPANOL!!!

Infuriating since this digital version does not include page numbers, which proves to make doing

assignments out of the text rather difficult.

I still the book to reference back for my other linguistic classes.

This book is good, but it is difficult to understand what page it is on for the Kindle.
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